3. TURKISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY LEVEL

(1) Turkish Language Proficiency level;

C1 Level:
• Turkish is sufficient. The student can start his/her education at our university.

B2 Level:
• Student’s level of Turkish language can improve in a short time. The student starts receiving education, but he/she has to increase his/her level of proficiency of Turkish language to C1 level until the graduation by attending Turkish courses given by Sakarya TÖMER.

B1- A2-A1 Level:
• Turkish is insufficient. The student will have permission for 1+1 year. (For those who cannot raise the level of Turkish at the end of one year 1 more year is given as additional time. But, this additional time is counted within the study period.) At the end of this time, Turkish proficiency levels should be raised to the B2 level.

At the end of the specified period those not presenting Turkish Language Proficiency Documents are expelled from the university.

(2) Candidates have to certify their level of Turkish Language proficiency.

(TÖMER certificates of universities or Yunus Emre Institute are valid.)

Level of Turkish Language proficiency of candidates who cannot present this document is determined by Turkish Language Proficiency Exam organized by Sakarya TÖMER
• TÖMER Certificate must be taken within the last 2 years as the date of register.
• For Students who graduate from Turkish High Schools of Ministry of National Education it is considered that their Turkish levels are sufficient.
• Those who start at Secondary Education abroad and complete their education in Turkey must submit to Turkish Language Proficiency Exam.

4. FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY LEVEL

(English-German-Arabic)

• If Candidates are accepted for programs which provide education/partly education in foreign language those students have to present document of International Foreign Language Exam results which are accepted by Interuniversity Council at registration. (Equivalences for these exams are determined by the commission.)

Students who cannot present this document have to take Language Proficiency Exam.
• If students who are registered in programs providing education/partly education in English, German and Arabic do not present Foreign Language Proficiency certificate or if they are unsuccessful in Foreign Language Proficiency Exam, they shall continue foreign language education according to Regulations.

The Preparatory class is determined as 2 years according to regulation Law numbered 6569. All preparatory education (Turkish and English/Germany/Arabic) must be complete within a set of a period. Those who are unable to do their registration can be expelled from University.